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  MS PowerPoint  
 

Basic | Advanced 
 

WHAT DOES THIS COURSE FOCUS ON?  
In today’s corporate environment it is vital that your Presentations are original, 

powerful and effective. In this module we take you through the Advanced Features 

of PowerPoint to give you the tools to win your audience over.  

 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS COURSE?  
This course is aimed at anyone who is familiar with the basic functions of PowerPoint, 

but wishes to perfect the skill of building a PowerPoint presentation. 

 

DURATION: 1 DAY  
 

OUTLINE 
   
1. Create a Design Template  

Here we demonstrate how to set up a Slide Master, allowing you to quickly and 

effectively set up a Standard Theme for your Presentation including Layouts, Text 

Designs, Bullets, Footers and so much more, in a matter of seconds.  
 

2. Use Organization Chart and Diagrams  

Visual Enhancements are vital for Presentation Effectiveness. Organizational Charts 

including Smart Art Graphics are introduced. Using Advanced Graphics and Special 

Effects will turn your Presentation right around, placing it in another league.  
 

3. Add Special Effects  

From adding Sound and Movie Clips; Displaying Custom Animations; Demonstrating 

Motion Paths as well as Effect Order, your Slides’ individual points will be Emphasized 

and Graphically Enhanced to create maximum emphasis. 
 

4. Web Presentations 

In today’s world the internet is our most effective communicator in business. Here we 

demonstrate how to use your Presentation as a Marketing Tool by Broadcasting it on 

the Web. Using Office Templates effectively allows ease of use and understanding of 

the Presentation’s objective.  

 

5. Collaboration  

Here we demonstrate how to Protect your hard work that you have put into your 

Presentation. We set Passwords in order to prevent others from stealing your ideas.  

 

6. Advanced Delivery Options  

We introduce you to the finer elements that make the delivery of your Presentation; 

the use of Hyperlinks; Adding Action Buttons; Setting Up a Custom Slide Show from a 

Master Presentation to working with Narrations and Slide Timings.  


